Intraoperative clinical assessment and pressure measurements of sentinel lymph nodes in breast cancer.
Clinicians have long regarded firm enlarged axillary nodes as suspicious for metastasis, and this has been confirmed to represent increased pressure in sentinel lymph nodes (SLN) in vivo in breast cancer. We hypothesized that measuring intranodal pressure (INP) in the operating room would correlate with metastasis size and be more sensitive than clinical observation. Intranodal pressure mmHg was measured in SLNs #1 and #2 (N = 134 and 32) in 122 patients with T1/2 cN0 and 6 controls (T0) (8 bilateral). Clinical "Level of Suspicion" (LOS) was: 0 = benign; 1 = slightly suspicious; 2 = obvious metastasis. Statistical analysis was performed to compare INP, LOS, and SLN metastasis size mm. Sentinel lymph nodes met size correlated with INP (r = 0.65; p < 0.001). INP was 22.0 ± 1.3 mmHg in 35 SLNs with metastases compared with 9.3 ± 0.7 mmHg in 132 without (p < 0.001). Six groups created by combining LOS 0, 1, and 2 with INP >17 or ≤17 mmHg showed a significant (p < 0.001) correlation with SLN histology; sensitivity and specificity for LOS = 2/INP >17 mmHg = 100 % at predicting metastases; LOS = 0/INP ≤17 mmHg most often correct at predicting negative nodes (sensitivity 50 %, specificity 92.9 %, positive predictive value 55 %, negative predictive value 90.7 %). INP was better than LOS at predicting positive nodes in eight patients where INP was >17 mmHg. INP and LOS correlated significantly (p < 0.001). Clinical suspicion of metastasis correlated well with INP particularly at predicting macrometastases. INP was slightly better at predicting micrometastases. Measurement of INP may be valuable adjunct when performing SLN biopsy when further axillary surgery is contemplated.